The five cities of CIVITAS MIMOSA are the expression of rather diverse physical, climatic and cultural conditions, but they are bound together by the same objectives and visions.

Bologna, Italy
Gdansk, Poland
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Tallinn, Estonia
Funchal, Portugal

Thematic focus

“Learn how to move better, to live in better cities”.

This is the motto of the five different cities participating in CIVITAS MIMOSA - Making Innovation in Mobility and Sustainable Actions. Five cities that share one common goal: working together with citizens towards a new and innovative concept of urban mobility.

Expected results

- Reduction of CO2 and PM10 emissions.
- Energy savings.
- Conversion of fleets to meet the Euro5 standard.
- Decreased use of private transport by public employees.
- Decreased number of road accidents around schools.
- Reduced freight traffic.
- Increased public transport user satisfaction.
- Reduce incidence of vandalism in public transport vehicles and at stops / stations.
- Increased customers’ feeling of security.
- Increased use of park & ride facilities.
- Increased number of boat trips for transport of goods.

Measures

Almost 70 demonstration measures will be implemented in the five cities, which seek to ensure citizens find reward in changed behaviour rather than sacrifice - thus citizen interaction is central to the project's success.

Investments in compressed natural gas, hybrid/electric, liquid petroleum gas and biofuels technology, as well as an accent on car-sharing and cycling/walking will reduce pollutant emissions. Network, service and security improvements will tempt new customers to public transport.

Technological solutions will improve both passenger and goods traffic management.
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